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Abstract
Team Developer 6.1 did introduce a new object of named toolbars. Named toolbars look and
behave similar to the toolbars the TD IDE is using.
With Team Developer 6.2 we are enhancing the capabilities of named toolbars by a new set
of APIs that allow more control over the toolbar buttons behavior.
Named toolbars are defined in the Global Declarations section of the app outline. Individual
application windows can load any number of defined named toolbars at application runtime.
Named toolbars can be rearranged by the user to meet personal usability requirements.
Named toolbars can be dragged around in the toolbar of a window allowing things like multi-row toolbars and such.

The image shows a sample of re-arranged named toolbars using two rows of toolbars.
Named Toolbars can include toolbar buttons and menu separators. Each toolbar button has
an Actions section that allows coding the desired actions of the button.

The outline structure of a named toolbar and its contents.
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Creating a toolbar at runtime is done via TD’s SalCreateWindow() function. The first parameter is the named toolbar name; the second parameter is the window handle of the parent
window that should open the named toolbar in its toolbar area.

The image shows how creating 3 toolbars for a TD form window is done.

Overview
With Team Developer 6.2 we are introducing a set of new APIs to enable and disable named
toolbar items. Plus we are introducing a new method to change the text portion and the
tooltip of a named toolbar button. Another new method allows you to set the background
color of a named toolbar button.
Here is an overview of the new named toolbar methods.
SalTBEnableItem
This new function enables a specified named toolbar item in a specified named toolbar.
usage: result = SalTBEnableItem( hWndTB, nIndex )
Boolean result: success or failure of the operation
Window Handle hWndTB: the window handle of the named toolbar
Number nIndex: The 0-based index of the toolbar item to enable
SalTBDisableItem
This new function disables a specified named toolbar item in a specified named toolbar.
usage: result = SalTBDisableItem( hWndTB, nIndex )
Boolean result: success or failure of the operation
Window Handle hWndTB: the window handle of the named toolbar
Number nIndex: The 0-based index of the toolbar item to disable
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SalTBSetItemText
This new function sets the button text of a specified named toolbar item in a specified
named toolbar.
usage: result = SalTBSetItemText( hWndTB, nIndex )
Boolean result: success or failure of the operation
Window Handle hWndTB: the window handle of the named toolbar
Number nIndex: The 0-based index of the toolbar item to whose text is being set
SalTBSetItemTooltip
This new function sets the button tooltip of a specified named toolbar item in a specified
named toolbar.
usage: result = SalTBSetItemTooltip( hWndTB, nIndex )
Boolean result: success or failure of the operation
Window Handle hWndTB: the window handle of the named toolbar
Number nIndex: The 0-based index of the toolbar item whose tooltip is being set
SalTBGetItemCount
This new function retrieves the number of child objects of a specified named toolbar.
usage: result = SalTBGetItemCount( hWndTB )
Number result: the number of items on the toolbar
Window Handle: hWndTB: the window handle of the named toolbar
SalTBSetItemColor
Allows to set the background color of a specified named toolbar button residing in a specified named toolbar.
usage: result = SalTBSetItemColor( hWndTB, nIndex, nColor )
Boolean result: success or failure of the operation
Window Handle hWndTB: the window handle of the named toolbar
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Number nIndex: The 0-based index of the toolbar item whose color is being set
Number nColor: The color number of the color to set the toolbar item

This is a sample app for the new named toolbar methods. Below is a URL that allows you to
download and try the sample.

Conclusion
Download a sample that showcases the new named toolbar API.
http://tdcommunity.guptatechnologies.com/tdcommunity/index.php/Team_Developer_6.2_S
amples
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